PASCH
Efficient EV Fast Charger

-

133 kWe CHP unit
2 x 54 kWe EV Fast chargers
Hot water heat recovery circuit
Gas circuit
Power system
Stand-alone control system
Indoor or outdoor configuration
Peak shaving Batteries (optional)

Main Technical Data:
- CHP unit (ISO 3046/1 conditions):
o 133 kWe electrical power
o 186 kWt thermal power
o 356 kW natural gas input
- EV Fast chargers:
o 2 three protocol chargers
* CHADEMO (DC) - 50kW
* CCS (DC) (COMBO 2) - 50kW
* Mode 3 (AC) (MENNEKES) - 43kW
- General layout dimensions (standard configuration):
o 3m wide, 7m long, 5.5m height
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COFAST Scope of supply:

COFAST Description:
Integrated fast charging station fueled by a small combined heat and power (CHP) unit running on natural
gas, providing fast charging services to electric vehicles (≈20 minutes), as well as use of residual electricity
and heat to satisfy associated building electric and thermal demands.
COFAST station includes two commercial EV fast chargers (three protocol: CHADEMO, CCS and AC),
CHP unit based on a MAN high efficiency gas engine, engine recovered heat as hot water circuit, power
system and unique completely stand-alone control system. Optionally it can include electricity storage system based on Li-ion batteries, as peak shaving device.
COFAST is of interest for buildings with parking and thermal demand, like Hospitals, Hotels, Sport Centers,
Malls… When installing EV fast chargers, building owners can choose between contracting additional
power from the grid (50 kWe per charger), or by installing COFAST, not requiring any additional contracted power, contributing to environment protection and reducing own energy costs.
COFAST Potential customers:
- Energy Service Companies (ESCO’s)
- Tertiary Sector Chains
- Companies with EV Fleets

COFAST Advantages:
-

No need of new contracted power, neither grid reinforcement required
Electric grid independence, especially in congested urban areas, but also in weak network rural areas
High energy efficiency - up to 90%
Very low carbon intensity - 232 g CO2/kWh, compared to conventional solution - 566 g CO2/kWh
Cities air quality improvement
Reducing congestion on distribution networks at the consumption point
New added value service: fast charging, offered in COFAST allocations
Decentralized electricity generation associated benefits

